Don't scrap it! Repair it!
USE RESIMAC to repair and resurface worn and damaged process equipment and components. The
pump below was priced at EURO8500 brand new, by using Resimac ceramic enhanced coatings and
repair materials the pump was rebuilt and upgraded for a fraction of that cost

UK sales increase leads to success in Pharma
Industry
Resimac has successfully completed the coating of several warehouse and laboratory floors for a UK
based pharmaceutical company. RESICHEM 507 DWPU was trialled by the customer for 3 months
before an order was placed to coat over 400sqm of flooring. RESICHEM 507 DWPU is a 100% solids

polyurethane coating which is supplied as a pour and roll grade product for floors.
The material once cured gives a flexible finish to concrete surfaces allowing the underlying substrate to
expand and contract without damaging the integrity of the coating.
Resichem 507 DWPU is a multi purpose coating and is one of the best selling products Resimac
manufactures.
The product is available in several grades........
Brush - ideal for lining drinking water pumps and tanks
Roller - ideal for floors, marine decks and sectional steel tanks
Spray - can be applied at 1mm per coat and used for large surface areas such as internal/ external
pipeline surfaces and tanks.

Major chemical company uses Thermal Barrier
A major US based chemical company has used 560 Thermal Barrier to coat a reactor in one of their
process plants. Persistent problems with CUI had convinced the engineers that Thermal Barrier could
solve this recurring issue. The coating surface was measured at 95C and was coated with over 5mm of
material. Once cured the touch surface temp was reduced to under 55C and any surface corrosion
eliminated.

Cooling tower in Texas coated with Resichem
501 CRSG
PES (Plant Equipment and Services) based in Texas, have completed a cooling tower project for a
university. The concrete tank was abrasive blast cleaned and then primed using RESICHEM 505 DAMP
SEAL. Once cured 2 x coats of RESICHEM 501 CRSG was applied to all surfaces.

